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Abstract 

The Dual of Generalized Almost Distributive Fuzzy Lattices (Dual-GADFL’s) as a 

generalization of Generalized Almost Distributive Fuzzy Lattices (GADFL’s) is investigated in 

this article. An appropriate and essential condition for a Dual-GADFL’s is transformed into dual 

distributive fuzzy lattices. In this fuzzy lattice analogue of the result of classical dual-GADFL’s 

are established.  

1. Introduction 

Rao, Ravi Kumar and Rafi [1] developed the concept of a Generalized 

Almost Distributive Lattice (GADL) as a generalisation of an Almost 

Distributive Lattice (ADL) [2], which was a common abstraction of almost all 

existing ring theoretic generalisations of a Boolean algebra on the one hand 

and distributive lattice on the other. The class of GADLs inherits almost all 

the properties of distributive lattice except possibly the commutativity of, the 

right distributivity of either of the operations over the other. GADLs properly 

contain the class of ADLs and retain many of the fundamental aspects of 

ADLs. On the other hand, L. A. Zadeh [3] introduced the concept of fuzzy set 
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in 1965 to mathematically describe vagueness in its most abstract form and 

to solve such problems by assigning a value to each possible individual in the 

universe of discourse that represents their grade of membership in the fuzzy 

set. Zadeh [4] defined fuzzy ordering as a generalisation of the concept of or 

dering, Ajmal and Thomas [5] described fuzzy sublattices and defined a fuzzy 

lattice as a fuzzy algebra in 1994. Chon [6] established a new notion of fuzzy 

lattice and researched the level sets of fuzzy lattices in 2009, based on 

Zadeh’s fuzzy order concept.  

In this paper, the Dual of Generalized Almost Distributive Fuzzy Lattices 

(Dual-GADFL’s) as a generalization of Generalized Almost Distributive Fuzzy 

Lattices (GADFL’s) is investigated in this article. An appropriate and 

essential condition for a Dual-GADFL’s is transformed into dual distributive 

fuzzy lattices. In this fuzzy lattice analogue of the result of classical dual-

GADFL’s are established.  

2. Preliminaries 

First, we recall certain definitions of Generalized Almost Distributive 

Fuzzy Lattices that are required in this paper.  

Definition 2.1. Let  ,,VR  be an algebra type  2,2  and  AR,  be a 

fuzzy poset. Then we call  AR,  is a Generalized Almost Distributive Fuzzy 

Lattice if it satisfies the following axioms.  

1.       1,,  cbacbaAcbacbaA  

2.       1,,  cbacabaAcabacbaA  

3.       1,,  cbacabaAcabacbaA  

4.    1,,  baaaAabaaA  

5.     1,,  abaaAaabaA  

6.     1,,  bbabAbbbaA  for all .,, Rcba   

Next, the dual fuzzy partial order relation, dual fuzzy lattice, and dual 

distributive fuzzy lattice are all defined.  
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Definition 2.2. Let R be a set. A function  1,0: RRA  is called a 

dual fuzzy relation in R. The dual fuzzy relation A in R is reflexive if and only 

if  1, aaA  for all ,Ra  A is transitive if and only if A is transitive if and 

only if    ,,,,maxinf, cbAbaAcaA Rb  and A is symmetric if and only if 

 0, baA  implies  .0, abA   

Definition 2.3. A dual fuzzy relation is called a dual fuzzy partial order 

relation if is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. A dual fuzzy partial order 

relation is a dual fuzzy total order relation if and only if   0, abA  or 

  .0, baA   

Definition 2.4. Let  AR,  be a dual fuzzy poset and let .RB   An 

element is said to be an upper bound for a subset B iff  0, bxA  for all 

.Bb  An upper bound 0x  for B is the least upper bound of B if and only if 

  0, 0 xxA  for every upper bound x for B. An element Ry  is said to be a 

lower bound for a subset B if and only if  0, ybA  for all .Bb  A lower 

bound 0y  for B is the greatest lower bound of B if and only if  0,0 yyA  for 

every lower bound y for B. We denote the least upper bound of the set  ba,  

by ba   and denote the greatest lower bound of the set  ba,  by .ba    

Definition 2.5. Let  AR,  be a dual fuzzy poset.  AR,  is a dual fuzzy 

lattice if ba   and ba   only if and exist for all ., Rba   

Definition 2.6. Let  AR,  be a dual fuzzy lattice.  AR,  is a dual 

distributive if and only if     .cbacabacba   

3. Dual of Generalized Almost Distributive Fuzzy Lattices 

The definitions of Dual Generalized Almost Distributive Fuzzy Lattices 

are given in this section. First let us give the definition of a Dual Almost 

Distributive Fuzzy Lattices  

Definition 3.1. Let  0,,, R  be an algebra of type  0,2,2  and 

 ARL ,1  be a dual fuzzy poset. Then we call  ARL ,1  is a Dual Almost 

Distributive Fuzzy Lattice (Dual-ADFL) if the following axioms are satisfied.  
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1.   10,,0  aaAaaA  

2.   10,00,0  aAaA  

3.         1,,  cbcacbaAcbacbcaA  

4.         1,,  cabacbaAcbacabaA  

5.         1,,  cabacbaAcbacabaA  

6.      1,,  bbbaAbbabA  for all .,, Rcba    

Definition 3.2. The dual fuzzy poset  ARL ,1  is directed above if and 

only if the dual poset  ,R  is directed above. Now we give the definition of a 

Dual Generalized Almost Distributive Fuzzy lattices as follows.  

Definition 3.3. Let  ,,R  be an algebra of type  2,2  and  ARL ,1  

be a dual fuzzy poset. Then we call  ARL ,1  is a Dual Generalized Almost 

Distributive Fuzzy Lattice if it satisfies the following axioms.  

1.        1,,  cbacbaAcbacbaA  

2.           1,,  cabacbaAcbacabaA  

3.           1,,  cabacbaAcbacabaA  

4.     1,,  abaaAbaaaA  

5.     1,,  aabaAabaaA  

6.     1,,  bbbaAbbabA  

Definition 3.4. Let  ARL ,1  be a Dual-GADFL. Then for any 

baRba  ,,  if and only if   .0, abA   

Theorem 3.1. Let  ARL ,1  be a Dual-GADFL. Then for any ,, Rba   the 

following are equivalent.  

1.   0,  abaaA  and    0,  aabaA  

2.   0,  abaaA  and   0,  aabaA  
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3.   0,  babbA  and    0,  bbabA  

4.   0,  babbA  and   0,  bbabA  

5.  0,  baabA  and  0,  abbaA  

6.  0,  baabA  and  0,  abbaA  

Proof of the theorem 3.1.  

Let  ARL ,1  be a Dual-GADFL and Rba ,  

       0,21  abaaA  

      0,0,  abaaAaabaaA  

And        0,0,  aaabaAaabaA  

  .0,  aabaA  

Hence (1) and (2) are equivalent.  

By interchanging the rules of a and b we get the equivalence of (3) and (4)  

   52   

Suppose (2),   baababAbaabA  ,,  

        baabbaAbaabbabA  ,,  

         baabbaAbaababaA  ,  

 1,  babaA  

   0,A  baab  

Similarly,   0,A  abba  

Suppose (5),      1,,A  aabaAabaa   

Hence    0,A  abaa  

Similarly,    0,A  aaba  

Therefore (2) and (5) are equivalent. By interchanging the rules of a and 

b, we get    .54   

Thus (1) to (5) are equivalent.  
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We complete the proof by proving the equivalence of (6) and (1).  

   16   is direct.  

Suppose (1), 

     baababAbaabA  ,,  

          baababaAbaabbaA  ,,  

       .1,,  babaAbaabbaA  

Hence   .0,  baabA  Similarly,   .0,  abbaA  Hence the proof  

Definition 3.6. Let  ARL ,1  be a Dual-GADFL. For any ,, Rba   we say 

that a is greater than or equal to b and we write ba   if   0, baaA  and 

  0,  aba  (or)   0, babA  and   .0,  bba   

Finally, we conclude this section with the following theorem which gives 

the equivalent conditions for a Dual-GADFL to become a Dual-ADFL.  

Theorem 3.2. Let  ARL ,1  be a Dual-GADFL. Then the following are 

equivalent.  

1.  ARL ,1  is a Dual Almost Distributive Fuzzy Lattice.  

2.        0,  cbacbcaA  and       0,  cbcacbaA  

3.     0,  bbabA  and    0,  bbbaA  

4.      0,  cbacabA  and      0,  cabcbaA  for all 

.,, Rcba   

Proof of the theorem 3.2.  

Let  ARL ,1  be a Dual-GADFL and ,,, Rcba   then    .21   

Suppose  ARL ,1  is a Dual Almost Distributive Fuzzy Lattice. Then we 

have,  

             1,,  cbcacbaAcbacbcaA  

       0,  cbacbcaA  and       0,,  cbcacbaA   
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Hence (2) holds true.  

   32   Suppose (2)  

        bbbabAbbabA  ,,  

    1,  bbabA  

Hence     0,,  bbbabA  

Similarly,    0,  bbbaA  

   43   

Since    cccba   and    cccab   

We have   cbac   and   cabc   

    0,  cbacA  and     0,  cabcA  

We have             0,  cabcbacbacabA  and 

            0,  cbacabcabcbaA  

             0,  cabcbacbacabA  and  

             0,  cbacabcabcbaA  

         0,  cabbacbaabA  and  

         0,  cbaabcabbaA  

              0,  cababbacbabaabA  

              0,  cbabaabcababbaA  

     0,  cabcbaA  and      .0,  cbacabA  

Hence (4) holds true.  

    :14   Suppose (4)  

               cbaccabcaAcbacbcaA  ,,   

           cbaccabAcbacbcaA  ,,  
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      cbaccbabA  ,  

        cbaccabbabA  ,  

        cbacbabcabA  ,   

              cbacbcabAcbacbcabA  ,,  

          1,,  cbacbaAcbacabA  

Hence        1,  cbacbcaA   

Similarly,       1,  cbcacbaA  

Therefore        1,  cbacbcaA  

Also,        1,,  bbbaAbbabA  

Hence  ARL ,1  is a Dual Almost Distributive Fuzzy Lattice.  
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